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I’m sorry you are here. No one buys a book on how to do a funeral service or a memorial

service unless someone else died.You are stepping in front of a group of people who are two

days after the hardest moment of their life and are having the saddest day of their life, and you

have to summarize someone’s life, give it meaning, and help people take their next step.If you

are in a church tradition that gives you all the words, use those words. But if you are reading

this book, all the words weren’t enough. And many books tell us how to do things with great

authority. They say, “This is THE way.”But you aren’t looking for THE way. You are looking for

help to figure out YOUR way to do a service to honor someone.And I want to give you that

help.With more than thirty years of helping people communicate, of helping people think, of

helping people sort through hard situations, I can offer you frameworks, options, and

samples.You’ll still have to do the hard work, of course. But this short book will help.We’ll cover

the service itself, starting fifteen minutes before and ending at the cemetery. We’ll talk about

how to start, how to decide what goes in the middle, how to build a message, and how to finish

the service. We'll talk about the particular challenge of a funeral for an infant.I'll give you

several samples of messages, a few checklists, and as much encouragement as I can fit in a

small book for a tough time.
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1DedicationThis book is dedicated to you, the person standing in front of a group of people and

giving a life meaning. May you have the words to speak and the silence you need to find those

words.

ContentsDedicationIntroductionWhat Are Things Called? Some basic definitionsPart I. Getting

Oriented1. You've Got This If you are anxious, read this first2. When You Are Worried Words for

the service leader3. The Fifteen Minutes Before the Service Starts How do you get people

together?4. About Your Fear of Your Tears A reflection on being human5. A Service Planning

WorksheetPart II. Building the Service6. In a Hurry? Here's a Basic Service Outline7. The Very

First Words Gathering, briefly, one last time . . .8. All the Stuff in the Middle . . .to affirm that life,

to accept that death . . .9. Preparing the Message ...to hear hope for the future, and to reflect

on how we will live the rest of our lives.10. Finishing the Service Without Going to the

Cemetery11. Finishing the Service and then Going to the Cemetery12. At the Graveside After

a Service13. When the Graveside is the Only ServicePart III. Difficult Services14. When the

Service is for a Baby15. Sample Graveside Service for a Stillborn16. What if the Person Was a

Jerk?Part IV. Samples17. Sample Message: Using a Person's Own Words18. Sample

Message: When You Know the Person and Family Well19. Sample Eulogy: For My Dad20.

Sample: When You Don't Know the PersonAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorResources on

Faith, Sickness, Grief and Doubt

2IntroductionI’m sorry you are here. No one buys a book on how to do a funeral service or a

memorial service unless someone has died.You are stepping in front of a group of people who

are two days after the hardest moment of their life and are having the saddest day of their lives,

and you have to summarize someone’s life, give it meaning, and help people take their next

step.No pressure!I don’t know who died, but I know you are committed to helping those who

are left. And maybe you and I don’t have much time to talk here. After all, the service may be in

a couple days.[1]You may not feel qualified. You may not even be ordained. Here’s a secret:

weddings need licensed clergy, funerals do not. And being ordained doesn’t guarantee you can

bring the compassion and comfort to leading these services. Someone asked you. You can do

this. Or better, we can.If you are in a church tradition that gives you all the words, use those

words. But if you are reading this book, all the words weren’t enough. And many books tell us

how to do things with great authority. They say, “This is THE way.”But you aren’t looking for

THE way. You are looking for help to figure out YOUR way to do a service to honor

someone.And I want to give you that help.With more than thirty years of helping people think,

helping people communicate, and helping people sort through hard situations, I can offer you



frameworks, options, and samples.You’ll still have to do the hard work, of course. But this short

book will help.We’ll cover the service itself, starting fifteen minutes before and ending at the

cemetery. We’ll talk about how to start, how to decide what goes in the middle, how to build a

message, and how to finish the service.We won’t talk about advance care planning or the

advantages or disadvantages of the healthcare system or the funeral industry. Because at the

moment, those don’t matter to the family and friends, not as much as having these moments to

honor this person.A couple things for you to know before we begin:I’m a follower of Jesus, so

I’m acknowledging God’s presence in life and death.And I’m a big fan of Bob Goff, who puts his

phone number at the back of his books.[2] I don’t have the courage to do that. However, here’s

my email address: drjon@socialmediachaplain.com. After you read the book, if you are stuck

about what to say, send me an email. I’ll do my best to get back to you as quickly as possible.

That is, if I’m not at the hospital helping someone else in a difficult time.Some of the templates

in this book and supporting videos can be downloaded at .Thanks for getting this book. Let’s

get started.Of course, you may be planning ahead or reading this as part of a class. Thanks.

But I'm particularly hopeful that this is helpful in the moment of crisis. !µBob Goff, Love Does:

Discover a Secretly Incredible Life in an Ordinary World, (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2012). !µ

3What Are Things Called?Some basic definitionsWhat kinds of services are there (and when

are they)? Funeral: The body is present. As a result, the service happens within a few days of

death.Memorial service: The body is not present. The ashes may or may not be present. The

service happens any time from a couple of days after death to several months later. The timing

can allow for the presence of all the loved ones who can come. The timing can also allow for

weather accommodation.Celebration of life: The body may or may not be present. The ashes

may or may not be present. It’s a gathering with the focus on celebration: “He wouldn’t want us

to be sad. It will be a celebration of his life and God’s work.” But it may simply be another name

for the service.Graveside service: Happens at a cemetery, immediately before the body or

ashes are placed in the ground or in a mausoleum. Sometimes the graveside service follows

the funeral or memorial service, sometimes it is instead of a funeral. Sometimes it’s private,

just for family. Sometimes it’s weeks after the service.What are people called?The body: When

it was breathing, we called the body “Jim”. Now we call it the body or the corpse or the

decedent or the deceased or the dearly departed or any of many other terms of affection,

neutrality, or anger. Find a word you are comfortable with for all your interactions that are

professional or logistical. But with the family, you can still call the body “Jim” or “Jim’s

body.”Family: Family can be biological. Family can be legal. Family can be the people you

spend your life with. And the lines are not at all clear. A friend can be “like a brother” but the

biological brother may or may not recognize that. Although legal documents have to worry

about legal lines, you get to pay attention to relationship lines. So be generous with what the

person believed about family.Funeral director: The primary representative from the funeral

home is the funeral director. This person meets with the family to plan the timing and the

arrangements for the disposition of the body. They will coordinate everything about the

experience other than the content and order of the service and the graveside

service.Pallbearers: These are the people who carry the casket from the service to the hearse

and from the hearse to the grave. Usually, there is a cart that is under the casket so that the

actual lifting is minimal. But sometimes, they need to be strong enough to carry the casket up

steps.[1]What do we call the containers?Casket: Shaped like a rectangular box.Coffin: Shaped

with six sides like an old-fashioned Western movie.Urn: a holder for cremains, the ashes. May

also be a wooden box or other container.Should the casket be open or closed?Casket open



during visitation and funeral: This can be distracting for some people during the service. Other

people aren’t ready to say goodbye for the last time until after the service.Casket open during

visitation and then closed during the service: This can help people focus on the service. And it

may be easier for kids.Casket closed during all public events: Some families don’t want to have

to see the body. Some people don’t want their bodies stared at. Some bodies have been

damaged in the process of dying.What do we call the visiting time before the service?Showing,

Viewing, Calling Hours, Funeral Calling, Visitation: A time for people to visit the family, most

often with the body present. It usually happens the hour or two before the service, and can

happen for a few hours the day before the service. If there aren’t many people likely to attend,

the visitation may be just for the hour before the service.A couple helpful notes:An

announcement about the calling can say,“Visitation for ___ will be Tuesday, November 19,

2022 from 3:00-5:00 pm and 6:00 – 8:00 pm at City Funeral Home. Funeral service will be on

Wednesday, November 20, 2022 at 2:00 pm in the Chapel of City Funeral Home.”If the time for

calling will be long, it’s helpful to have a break for the family to eat. At the very least, have water

and food and tissues available. Having stools or tall chairs for older family members can also

be helpful. I know of a church that installed an elevator to help with accessability for the second

floor, where the sanctuary was. Unfortunately, they didn't make sure that a casket would fit in

the new elevator. So pallbearers continued to have to carry caskets up a half-flight of steps

outside the church and a half-flight inside the side-door. !µ

IGetting Oriented

1You've Got ThisIf you are anxious, read this firstEleanor Rigby / Died in the church and was

buried along with her name / Nobody came.Father McKenzie / Wiping the dirt from his hands

as he walks from the grave / No one was saved.-John Lennon and Paul McCartney[1]+++I’ve

done words for a long time. I’ve talked, I’ve earned three degrees about words. I’ve been

around funerals and memorial services for a long time, too. I want to give you a secret that I am

constantly telling myself because I keep forgetting it.Here’s the secret: people forget what you

say. You can offer the best words, the clearest outline, the most articulate phrasing and stories

and people will forget what you say.The only reason we remember that Dr. King talked about

having a dream is because the speech is called, “I have a dream” and he says, “I have a

dream” nine times in four short paragraphs, and that’s the phrase used to describe the speech

for more than fifty years.[2]Don’t overestimate your responsibility and opportunity in the funeral

service. It isn’t our responsibility to fix anything, to calm everything. People will forget much of

what we say, unless we are rude, insensitive, or thoughtless.But that’s not you. Because you

are here, reading this book.So, how can you and I be most helpful in THIS moment in ways

that help people move to the NEXT moment?In your closest conversations with the family, as a

thread through all your conversations with the friends, as fabric for your work, offer them clarity

about four things:Be clear about what to expect with grief.Tell them that it is different for

everyone, that grief is our response to loss and everyone has lost a different relationship. Tell

them that there will be waves–tears one minute, laughter the next. Tell them that’s how it is and

that they are not wrong or bad.Be clear about what to expect from others.Tell them that some

people are thoughtful and others aren’t. Tell them that people don’t understand what to do, but

that they are trying. Tell them that it’s okay to ask people to step back. Tell them that people will

say stupid things, and it’s because they don’t know any better. Tell them that some people will

be awesome and listen and be present. Tell them it’s okay to seek those people.Be clear about

what to expect from God.Tell them that God will offer comfort and presence and compassion in



unexpected ways. Tell them that God will work through random conversations and strange

timings with other people. Tell them that God can handle them pounding on his chest, hollering

at him in the darkness.[3] Tell them that there are things we simply do not understand. Tell

them that God will endure.Be clear about what they can expect from themselves.Tell them that

they will be exhausted, and that’s to be expected. Tell them that they will be confused about

how to feel. And that’s okay. Tell them that there isn’t a right way to grieve because no one has

ever lost this person before. Tell them to breathe. Tell them that this is hard, and it’s acceptable

that it hurts.If you say these things while looking them in the eye, they still won’t remember

what you said. But they will remember that you were with them.And that’s really all you need to

do.Except for the service, of course. But now that you’ve done the important work, we can go

on to the hard work.Beatles. Lyrics to “Eleanor Rigby.” accessed 1/31/2020. !µDr Martin Luther

King, Jr. "I Have A Dream". . Accessed 11/15/2019. !µAnd have them read Psalm 88, where the

psalmist is expressing deep pain and sadness and doesn't get to a happy ending. !µ

2When You Are WorriedWords for the service leader

Giving a Life Meaning How to Lead Funerals memorial service, Giving a Life Meaning How to

Lead Funerals memorial chapel, Giving a Life Meaning How to lead it, Giving a Life Meaning

How to lead, Giving a Life Meaning How to wear, Giving a Life Meaning How to save, Giving a

Life Meaning How to be, Giving a Life Meaning How to get, Giving a Life Meaning How to live,

Giving a Life Meaning How to take, Giving a Life Meaning how long, Giving a Life Meaning

how many, Giving a Life Meaning how goes, giving a new lease of life meaning, christ embassy

giving your life a meaning, the second adam is a life giving spirit, giving your life a meaning, the

lifegiving element of a story, giving me life meaning, giving a conscious direction to life, what

does it mean to give someone life, the life changing magic of not giving a, giving a dog

melatonin, giving a dog a bath, giving birth in a dream

How to Find Meaning in Your Life Before it Ends (Resources on Faith, Sickness, Grief and

Doubt Book 2), Giving a Life Meaning: How to Lead Funerals, Memorial Services, and

Celebrations of Life (Resources on Faith, Sickness, Grief and Doubt Book 3), No Matter How

Small: Understanding Miscarriage and Stillbirth (Resources on Faith, Sickness, Grief and

Doubt Book 4), The Work of the Chaplain (Work of the Church), Grief One Day at a Time: 365

Meditations to Help You Heal After Loss, The Grief Guidebook: Common Questions,

Compassionate Answers, Practical Suggestions (Good Grief Series), The Interfaith Prayer

Book: New Expanded Edition, The Art of Dying Well: A Practical Guide to a Good End of Life

Patrick Riecke, “Perfect tool for how to do a funeral. Recently I found myself doing a funeral last

minute for someone I didn’t know personally. It was in the middle of a very busy time. I picked

up this resource and it helped me to quickly and confidently put together a message and

service that remembered and celebrated the person who had died in such a meaningful way! If

you need to lead a memorial service or funeral, buy this book today.”

J L J, “Not what I wanted. This is a book to read on how to plan for the end of life. I wanted a

book to record in so my kids know what I wanted. I returned this and bought "End of Life
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Planner".”

NickiT, “What a Great Resource'. This book is a fantastic resource for both the new person to

the process and the seasoned individual. It provides insight and direction for even the most

difficult services.”

LOWHOWTZ, “Leading a funeral? Buy this book!. I led my first “solo” funeral and graveside

service today. I literally could not have done it without the words of wisdom and instruction in

this book. Author Jon Swanson literally thought of everything!”

Jason K., “What a great resource.. The book covers basics, definitions, and logistics for the

person leading their first service - but it’s also full of wisdom, kindness, and insight that would

benefit the person preparing for their 100th service.”

The book by Jon Swanson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 21 people have provided feedback.
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